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Abstract

High gain photoconductive semiconductor switches
(PCSS) are being used to produce high power
electromagnetic pulses foc (1) compact, repetitive
accelerators, (2) ultra-wide band impulse sources, (3)
precision gas switch triggers, (4) optically-activated
firesets, and (5) high power optical pulse generation and
control. High power, sub-nanosecond optical pulses are
used for active optical sensors such as compact optical
radars and range-gatedhallistic imaging systems.
Following a brief introduction to high gain PCSS and its
general applications, this paper will focus on PCSS for
optical pulse generation and control.

PCSS technology can be employed in three distinct
approaches to optical pulse generation and control: (1)
short pulse carrier injection to induce gain-switching in
semiconductor lasers, (2) electro-optical Q-switching, and
(3) optically activated Q-switching. The most significant
PCSS issues for these applications are switgh rise time,
jitter, and longevity. This paper will describe both the
requirements of these applications and the most recent
results from PCSS technology. Experiments to
understand and expand the limitations of high gain PCSS
will also be described.

I. INTRODUCTION

High gain PCSS technology is different than
conventional PCSS. The optical energy required to
activate a high gain PCSS is generally several orders of
magnitude less than the energy required for a
conventional PCSS of similar capabilities. However,
avalanche carrier generation which produces high gain,
also produces current filaments which can damage the
switches, particularly at their semiconductor-metal
interfaces (contacts) and reduce their longevity.
Fortunately, contacts have been and are being developed
which can handle the high current densities associated
with these current filaments. Optical triggering schemes
are also being used to produce many filaments in parallel
to increase switch total current without increasing the
local current density. Large individual PCSS and multiple
PCSS operating in series and parallel have demonstrated
that this technology can be produce gigawatt pulses with
sub-nanosecond rise times. The latest switching
properties which have been demonstrated with GaAs
PCSS in the high gain mode are shown in table I. The

physical understanding and practical development of
these switches continue to expand and improve. Our
present understanding and previous results have been
described in many papers[ 1].

This paper will provide a brief discussion of PCSS
switching properties and general applications, and then
focus on optical pulse generation and control with PCSS
technology. Specific electromagnetic pulse applications
have been demonstrated and documented in internal
reports[2,3]. Some of the optical pulse testing and
applications have also been described previously [4,5].
S-witching issues for short optical pulse ‘generation
control and experiments to improve PCSS for
application will be summarized.

II. SWITCHING PROPERTIES
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Probably the most useful property of high gain PCSS
is optical triggering gain. Conventional (or linear) PCSS
produces one electron-hole pair for each photon absorbed.
With high gain PCSS, the optical trigger and a moderate
electric field (4-8 kV/cm) induce avalanche carrier
generation. In low impedance circuits, thousands of
electron-hole pairs can be produced for each photon
absorbed. This means that high gain PCSS require much
less optical trigger energy than conventional PCSS.

Devices which depend upon avalanche carrier
generation approach a steady-state with the formation of
either current filaments or charge domains. The shape of
the current-voltage (I-V) characteristic curve determines
whether filaments or domains are formed. In GaAs PCSS,
the I-V curve is “S-shaped” and images of high gain
PCSS always show current filaments when optical
triggering gain is evident[6,7]. Unfortunately, current
filaments imply high carrier densities which can damage
the switches and reduce their lifetimes. To deal with
these high carrier densities, sub-surface, high conductivity
contacts are being developed at SNL. This research effort
has yielded gradual but steady improvement of roughly
five orders of magnitude in device longe~ty over the last
ten years[8].

The high gain PCSS switching properties, which have
been achieved at SNL, are shown in Table I. These
results are not necessarily the limits of the technology, but
rather the best that have been demonstrated to date.
Maximum voltage, current, and power were achieved on a
bank of six wafers for thousands of shots by triggering
approximately 200 independent filaments. The other
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should not be entrusted with high consequence func-
tionality because it cannot be sufhciently analyzed.

However, it can also be argued that viewing a sys-
tem solely from the perspective of its potential for fail-
ure in some sense provides only half of the picture. A
better perspective of the overall value of a system can
be obtained by also taking into account the positive
benefits derived from proper functioning of the sys-
tem. Informally stated then, the true value of a sys-
tem should be determined by measuring the potential
of a system to do “bad” and weighing it against its
potential to do “good”. From this it follows that the
decision to support a specific functionality in a system
design should take into account the consequence asso-
ciated with failures that can result from providing this
functionality as well as the benefits derived from this
functionality.

Along these lines, a primary reason for using soft-
ware in a system design is to obtain a highly beneficial
refined functionality that cannot be realistically ob-
tained using other technologies. Oftentimes the choice
a system designer is faced with is to either realize this
functionality through software or to accept a system
with reduced functionality. The difficult question to
answer at this point is: “Does enhancing a system with
a refined functionality increase the net value of the
system?”
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